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In the Newtonian limit of general relativity force acting on a test mass in a central 
gravitational field is conventionally defined by the attractive Newtonian gravity 
(inverse square) term plus a small repulsive cosmological force, which is 
proportional to the slow acceleration of the universe expansion. In this paper we 
consider the cosmological force correction due to fast quantum oscillations of the 
universe scale factor, which were suggested recently by Wang et al. (Phys. Rev. D 
95, 103504 (2017)) as a potential solution of the cosmological constant problem. 
These fast fluctuations of the cosmological scale factor induce strong changes to 
the current sign and magnitude of the average cosmological force, thus making it 
one of the potential probable causes of the modification of Newtonian dynamics in 
galaxy-scale systems. The modified cosmological force may be responsible for the 
recently discovered “cosmic clock” behaviour of disk galaxies in the low redshift 
universe.   
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The discrepancy between visible masses in galaxies and galaxy clusters and their 
dynamics predicted by the application of Newton’s laws was first noticed by Fritz 
Zwicky almost hundred years ago [1].  The proposed solutions to this mystery range 
from dark matter halos around the galaxy centers [2] to various modifications of 
Newton’s laws themselves [3,4] and even optical cloaking [5]. However, despite almost 
hundred years of experimental and theoretical studies, the ultimate solution of this 
mystery remains elusive [6]. The recently discovered “cosmic clock” behaviour [7] of 
disk galaxies in the low redshift universe further underlines this discrepancy. It appears 
that despite spanning a factor of 30 in size and velocity (from small irregular dwarf 
galaxies to the largest spirals) the galaxies behave as “clocks”, rotating roughly once a 
billion years at the very outskirts of their discs. While this behaviour strongly 
contradicts conventional Newtonian dynamics in the absence of dark matter halos, it 
would also require a very special fine tuning of the dark matter halos around each 
galaxy.   
On the other hand, it is well established for quite a while [8,9] that in an 
expanding universe the equations of motion of a test body in a central gravitational field 
must be modified even in the Newtonian limit of general relativity. The easiest way to 
see it is to write down the metric that describes the spacetime in the vicinity of a point 
mass M placed in an expanding flat background [10]: 
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where G is the gravitational constant, a(t) is the cosmological scale factor, and  is the 
comoving radial coordinate, which relates to the proper radial coordinate r as 
)(tar =                                                            (2) 
The geodesics corresponding to the line element (1) are defined by 
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Introducing L as the constant angular momentum per unit mass 
2rL =   ,                                                         (4) 
the radial equation of motion for a test body in the Newtonian limit may be written as  
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As we can see from Eq.(5), the Newtonian equation of motion in an expanding universe 
is modified by an additional small cosmological force [8,9] 
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where m is the mass of the test body. The current value of a  is believed to be positive 
based on the experimental measurements of the universe deceleration parameter 
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where H is the Hubble parameter. According to the Planck spacecraft data, in the 
current epoch 55.0−q  [11], which results in a small repulsive addition to the 
attractive Newtonian gravity term in eq.(5): 
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At large distances from the center, the velocity distribution of the test bodies would be 
modified as 
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leading to an apparent upper limit on the radius RM of a gravitationally bound system at 
a given M: 
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Assuming the mass of the Milky Way to be M~1012 solar masses, the projected RM   for 
the Milky Way should be about 3x106 light years, or about 30 times larger than its 
radius. This should mean that the so determined cosmological force plays very little role 
in the Milky Way dynamics, and it cannot be responsible for the observed flattening of 
the rotation curves in a typical galaxy [2].  
              Fortunately, this may not be the end of the story for the cosmological force. In 
a very recent development Wang et al. suggested that very fast quantum fluctuations of 
the universe scale factor ),( xta

 may considerably alter the universe dynamics, thus 
providing a potential solution to the cosmological constant problem [12]. Let us 
demonstrate that these fast fluctuations of the cosmological scale factor also induce 
strong changes to the current sign and magnitude of the average cosmological force. As 
a result, the re-defined averaged cosmological force may contribute substantially to the 
modification of Newtonian dynamics in galaxy-scale systems. 
        Wang et al. [12] assumed the global metric of the universe to have the 
cosmology’s standard Friedmann-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) form  
        ( )222222 ),( dzdydxxtadtds ++−=  ,                                (11)              
while allowing spatio-temporal inhomogeneity in the scale factor ),( xta

. After solving 
the full coordinate-dependent Einstein field equations, they have obtained the following 
dynamic evolution equation for ),( xta

: 
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where 2>0 for quantum fluctuations of the matter fields (see Eqs.(41,42) from [12]). 
Due to the stochastic nature of these fast quantum fluctuations, ),( xt

  is not strictly 
periodic. However, as demonstrated in [12], its effect on the gravitating system is still 
similar to a periodic function (see also further refinements of these arguments in [13]). 
We should also note that cosmological solutions exhibiting fast scale factor oscillations 
appear quite generically in many other situations, such as semiclassical quantum gravity 
[14], cosmological models with oscillating dark energy [15], and various modified 
gravity theories [16]. In some of these situations (as for example in ref. [12]) the scale 
factor oscillations do not necessarily decay due to re-heating [17]. In addition, 
experimental evidence of relatively fast scale factor oscillations also started to emerge 
very recently [18]. Therefore, it makes sense to consider the effect of fast fluctuations of 
the cosmological scale factor on the sign and magnitude of the cosmological force 
described by Eqs.(5,6).  
          Following the standard analysis of system dynamics under the influence of a fast 
oscillating force [19], let us consider a toy cosmological model in which the evolution 
of the scale factor of the universe is separated into the slow and fast components: 
ttata  sin)()( 0 +=                                               (13) 
In this decomposition a0(t) represents the observed slow cosmological evolution of the 
universe, while (t)<<a0(t) represents the typical (potentially also time dependent) 
amplitude of the scale factor fluctuations introduced in [12] (in order to simplify our 
consideration we have neglected spatial dependence of  by replacing )(x

  with its 
spatial average). We will assume that -1 is much faster than the typical time scales of 
galaxy evolution and the evolution of universe as a whole, since as suggested in [12], 
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the physical origin of these fluctuations is due to quantum effects. We will also assume 
-1 to be much faster than any possible time dependence of  so its time derivative may 
be neglected. Under these assumptions the radial equation of motion of a test body in a 
central gravitational field will be modified as follows: 
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which indicates that the cosmological force experiences fast oscillations. If these 
oscillations are fast enough, the 2 term may not be neglected compared to the 0a  
term. Following the standard treatment in [19], the proper radial coordinate of the test 
body should be expressed as 
)()(0 ttrr += ,                                                  (15) 
where (t) represents small oscillations of the test body with respect to its slowly 
evolving radial position r0(t). By separating the fast and slow motion in Eq.(14), and by 
expanding to leading order in small quantities, the amplitude of these small oscillations 
may be defined from 
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As usual (see [19]), we will assume that the average kinetic energy of the fast 
oscillations of the test body 2/
2m  contributes to its effective potential energy  
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(similar to the introduction of the effective potential energy for an inverted (Kapitza) 
pendulum [19]), so that the average effective cosmological force in Eq.(5) must be re-
defined as 
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Note that the newly derived component of the cosmological force (due to the fast scale 
factor fluctuations) is always attractive. The total overall cosmological force will also 
become attractive if   
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If the origin of the fast scale factor fluctuations is quantum mechanical, and both their 
characteristic amplitude  and frequency  are defined by the Planck scale, the right 
hand side of Eq.(20) is expected to be of the order of unity. The left hand side of 
Eq.(20) has the same order of magnitude, which means that it is plausible that the 
overall sign of the cosmological force is attractive. Therefore, let us assume that  
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where A~1 is a dimensionless positive constant, which exact magnitude needs to be 
determined either from the future theory of quantum gravity, or from the astronomical 
observations. Such an attractive cosmological force will result in the following velocity 
distribution of the test bodies far from the compact central mass: 
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and at very large distances from the center a slow linear velocity increase will be 
observed as a function of radial distance:  
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As illustrated in Fig. 1, the measured rotation curve in such typical spiral galaxy as M33 
indeed shows slow linear increase of rotation velocity with the radial distance. This 
behaviour is consistent with the expectations based on Eqs.(22,23) for A1/2~0.05. The 
observed rotation curve of the Milky Way [20] (also shown in Fig.1) exhibits similar 
linear dependence of the rotation speed at large distances from the center.  
The difference between the measured rotation curve and the rotation curve 
calculated based on the Newtonian dynamics of visible matter is typically attributed to a 
spherical dark matter halo [2,6], which is assumed to exist around virtually every 
galaxy. If such a spherical halo has approximately constant density, its mass distribution 
would be 
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leading to similar linear dependences of the gravitational and cosmological forces on the 
radial coordinate. This means that the effect of the dark matter halo and the effect of the 
cosmological force may mimic each other, and that the total amount of dark matter in a 
typical galaxy needs to be carefully re-examined. A good strategy to differentiate 
between the effects of dark matter halo and the cosmological force is to carefully re-
evaluate the galaxy rotation curves at very large distances from the galactic centers. If 
these rotation curves show signs of a universal linear increase far from the galaxy center 
(see Eq.(23)), such an effect may turn out to become a very important observational 
evidence of quantum gravity.  Comparison of the rotation curves at large distances from 
the center for the M33 and for the Milky Way galaxy shown in Fig,1 indicates that this 
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research direction may indeed be very promising. The slopes of the rotation curves look 
nearly identical at large distances from the respective galactic centers.  
In fact, recent detailed observations indicate that this is not a mere coincidence. 
It appears that disk galaxies in the low redshift universe exhibit the “cosmic clock” 
behaviour [7] illustrated in Fig.2. Despite spanning a factor of 30 in size and velocity 
(from small irregular dwarf galaxies to the largest spirals) the disk galaxies behave as 
“clocks”, rotating roughly once a billion years at the very outskirts of their discs. While 
this behaviour strongly contradicts conventional Newtonian dynamics in the absence of 
dark matter halos, it would also require a very special fine tuning of the dark matter 
halos around each galaxy (see [21] as an example).  It has to be assumed that the mass 
and the angular momentum of the visible matter disks must be fixed fractions of those 
of its surrounding dark matter halos. On the other hand, the cosmic clock behaviour 
finds very simple and natural explanation if the universal attractive cosmological force 
defined by Eq.(21) is responsible for the observed galaxy rotation curves at large 
distances from the centers. The universal linear long-distance rotation curve defined by 
Eq.(23) leads to universal “clock-like” periodicity of galactic rotations: 
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which does not depend on the galaxy shape or dimensions. Indeed, low scatter around 
the “universal slope” dv/dr=1.84x10-3 km/s/ly seen in Fig.2 implies that this relationship 
is generic to disc galaxies in the low redshift universe. As a result, the galaxies behave 
as “cosmic clocks”, rotating with roughly one billion years periodicity.  
 The magnitude of the “universal” dv/dr stemming from the data in Fig.2 
indicates that the true value of A1/2 in Eq. (23) may be about twice as large as the 
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A1/2~0.05 value indicated by the data shown in Fig. 1. In order to clarify this issue and 
re-examine the assumed amount of dark matter in the M33 galaxy we have performed 
numerical simulations of the rotation curve in M33 assuming a disk-shape mass 
distribution of the visible matter, different magnitudes of A1/2 ranging from 0 to 0.12, 
and without any contribution from the dark matter halo. Results of these simulations are 
shown in Fig.3. Numerical simulations performed using A1/2=0.10 and A1/2=0.12 show 
considerably improved agreement with the observational data (compare these results 
with Fig. 1: the huge difference between the observed and the calculated rotational 
velocities is almost eliminated). While such simplified model calculations cannot 
produce a perfect match with the observational data, this improved agreement is 
nevertheless quite remarkable.  Note that these particular magnitudes of A1/2 were 
suggested by the “cosmological clock” results shown in Fig.2. Our results strongly 
indicate that the typically assumed amounts of dark matter in disk galaxies must be 
carefully re-examined. 
To summarize, based on the potential solution to the cosmological constant 
problem recently suggested in [12,13], which assumes fast quantum mechanical 
oscillations of the cosmological scale parameter, we have re-examined the sign and the 
magnitude of the cosmological force which modifies Newtonian dynamics around a 
central gravitating body in an expanding universe. The cosmological force in this model 
appears to be attractive, which means that it can mimic the effects of a spherical dark 
matter halo around a galaxy center. Therefore, the total amount of dark matter (if any) 
in a typical galaxy needs to be carefully re-examined by taking into account the effect of 
the cosmological force.  
Since the long-distance behaviour of the cosmological force is expected to be 
universal, this mechanism provides simple and natural explanation of the “cosmic 
clock” behaviour [7] observed in the low redshift disk galaxies. If confirmed by further 
11 
observations, this effect may turn out to become a very important observational 
evidence of macroscopic quantum gravity.   
Finally, since sign of the cosmological force due to scale factor fluctuations 
appears to be always attractive, the popular Big Rip scenarios [8] will also need to be 
re-examined. 
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Figure Captions 
Figure 1. Comparison of the observed rotation curve (red) with the computed rotation 
curve (blue) obtained based on the unmodified Newtonian dynamics and the visible 
mass distribution for the typical spiral galaxy M33 [2]. Note that at large distances from 
the galactic center the observed rotation curve exhibits slow linear dependence on radial 
distance, which is consistent with the expectations based on Eqs.(22,23) for A1/2~0.05. 
The observed rotation curve of the Milky Way (black) [20] exhibits similar linear 
dependence of the rotation speed at large distances from the center. 
Figure 2.  Log-log plot of the observed circular velocity V as a function of maximum 
radius R for low redshift disk galaxies re-plotted using data from Fig.4 of ref. [7]. Low 
scatter around the “universal slope” 1.84x10-3 km/s /ly indicated by the red line implies 
that this relationship is generic to disc galaxies in the low redshift universe. As a result, 
the galaxies behave as “cosmic clocks”, rotating roughly once a billion years at the very 
outskirts of their discs. This “universal slope” corresponds to A1/2~0.10. 
Figure 3. Numerical simulations of the rotation curve in M33, which were performed 
for different magnitudes of A1/2 between 0 and 0.12 assuming a disk-shape mass 
distribution of the visible matter and no dark matter halo. Calculations performed using 
A1/2=0.10 and A1/2=0.12 show considerably improved agreement with the astronomical 
data (compare these results with Fig. 1: the huge difference between the observed and 
the calculated rotational velocities is almost eliminated).  
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